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Hawks make qualifying offer to Teague, not Johnson

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

The Hawks have extended a qualifying offer to guard Jeff Teague, making him a restricted free agent, but not to
forward/center Ivan Johnson.

The move allows the Hawks to match any offer to Teague from another team.

Johnson becomes an unrestricted free agent and is free to sign with any team, including the Hawks.

Teams had to make qualifying offers before July 1, the start of free agency. A qualifying offer constitutes a one-year
guaranteed contract.

Teague played in 80 games last season, his fourth with the team after being drafted 19th overall in 2009. He averaged 14.6
points, third on the team. The point guard led the team with 7.2 assists per game. Johnson averaged 6.6 points and 3.9
rebounds in 69 games last season.
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Posted by glw72 at 2:58 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Obviously the Teague tender was expected, but am suprised that they didnt offer Ivan since it was only 1.2 million. I guess
they are saving their pennies for free agency. Could be a sign that they favor Scott more as a backup PF than Ivan. Suppose
they can always sign him later on if he doesnt get any offers.

Posted by Just-Joe at 3:01 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Writing is on the wall. Thanks for the effort Ivan.

Posted by Steve-W at 3:08 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Bad move

Posted by Steve-W at 3:10 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

They can pull the offer at any time if needed - bad move on the Ivan deal

He's a good ball player

Doesn't fit the culture I guess
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Posted by -Melvin- at 3:23 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

I guess Ivan doesn't fit the culture going forward.....

Posted by N-TRIGUE at 3:39 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

We should've gave Ivan an offer he would flourish under Coach Bud! Hopefully he ends up with us anyway! Good move on
extending offer to Teague!

Posted by Moses99 at 3:48 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

The Sacramento Kings wanted Teague 2 years ago.............................................................................

There is a chance, albeit an outside chance, he could be included in some sign and trade deal? I ,for one, would love to see
a guy like Tyreke Evans running the point in the highlight factory for your Atlanta Hawks!

Let's go D. Ferry....Make It Happen!!!

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 3:54 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Ferry might be playing possum with regard to Ivan Johnson not wanting to get into a bidding war. Johnson knows the Hawks
have more money to throw at free agents than anyone else.

Posted by Steve-W at 3:58 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Rod - Any hope of Dwight to ATL?

Posted by km42 at 4:01 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Since we tendered an offer to JT, can he not still get offers from other teams or is he forced to take the offer? I remember we
did not do this for Josh, we went long term with Al.

Posted by km42 at 4:03 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
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Report Abuse

Ok, the move allows us to match or beat any offer. So this is far from over, and a team can come in and offer multiple years
and force DF to make a long term choice.

Posted by tjhook at 4:05 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

I do not like the decision to not tender Ivan. He has an inside/outside game and can dribble. Also good range for a big man.
Bad decision Ferry - Miami or Indiana might snatch him up and we should at least have a say in his destination

Posted by AstroJoe at 4:07 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Ferry needs to renounce some of the FAs to clear their cap holds before he can offer deals to guys like Dwight, CP3, Iggy or
others. I assume Ivan had to be renounced now because he was owed a QO (like Teague).

Posted by 45cop at 4:13 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Would have liked to have seen Ivan return here. Maybe that's an opportunity for Mike Scott, but I'm thinking that there are
simply other irons in the fire, so to speak. 

OH well, I liked Ivan the terrible. 

Drafting Schroeder pushes Teague on the court, not necessarily out the door. That said, Schroeder will be developed. His
passion on defense could give him a leg up if Teague can't find some consistency...dude already can get to the basket and
has a better looking jumper, if you ask me. 

No, I'm not saying Schroeder is better than Teague, at least not yet. I'm just saying there are some tools to work with, and
that's good. 

I wonder what the "other" plans are in free agency? Everybody knows that DF and the crew make the pitch to the Big Guy with
Feelings on his Sleeve next week...

Posted by cp229 at 4:26 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Would really love to see Ivan back.

Like I have been saying before, I think Teague comes back on a reasonable deal while they develop Schroeder. If Schroeder
develops into a guy who can start then Teague will be moved for another piece. If Schroeder isn't this stud like so many on
here have already anointed then he will be shipped in a couple of years.
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Posted by AstroJoe at 4:26 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

I think the composition of the coaching staff should be some indication of "Plan B". As of now, the Hawks have 4 assistant
coaches, two (Ham and Atkinson) most recently were player development coaches (i.e., responsible for supporting the
individual skill development of players like NVE did with Teague and Jenkins) and the other is a former college head coach
that most recently served as an assistant in the Euro League (a place where they practice a LOT on fundamentals and
player development). So when I read the tea leaves, I think we're unlikely to see someone past his prime get signed in an
attempt to create an "instant contender".

Time to dust off an old term near and dear to some long-time bloggers...

ORGANIC GROWTH!

I think we'll see Ferry sign players with less than 5 years of experience that still have room to improve with proper coaching
and skill development.

Posted by cp229 at 4:33 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Aminu is someone that a few folks on here have brought up before as a possible sf for the team. He rebounds and defends
well he just needs to become a better shooter. He is still young and would be cheap. Makes sense to go after him.

Posted by -Melvin- at 4:34 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

"Ferry needs to renounce some of the FAs to clear their cap holds before he can offer deals to guys like Dwight, CP3, Iggy or
others." -Astro 

I think you can renouce players with QOs at anytime to clear cap space prior to signing free agents. So if the Hawks need the
cap space to sign to a player(s) then they could renouce Teague at anytime before sign that player(s). 

Posted by -bigdave- at 4:36 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

"bigdave, you are changing the subject. The subject is (as you raised it), the best free agent signing in Atlanta team sports.

I say Greg Maddux. Hands down. That is the subject. If you want to discuss a different subject about impactful baseball
players... that is a different debate."

No sir.. I'm not changing the subject. you may simply be missing my point. in my opinion, signing/acquiring a superstar/elite
talent in the sport of basketball, trumps signing a Cy Young (pitcher) to a staff of supremely gifted arms. In addition, the
impact of that talent to a basketball organization far exceeds the impact of 1 arm to baseball counterparts. furthermore, your
impact is greatly reduced when you aren't in the lineup nightly. what would Bonds look like in a Brave uni, spearheading the
offense attack. could his signing have yield more titles? 
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to me, its less about the player.. Maddux was a legend, more the sport. 

Posted by cp229 at 4:38 p.m. Jun. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

http://www.nba.com/playerfile/al-farouq_aminu/career_stats.html
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